
LABORATORY

Energy Exchange Lab 
Facility for tests on advanced district heating 
and cooling networks 
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Energy Exchange Lab  

Innovative low-temperature networks that gather heat into the 
system at variable temperature levels (at a minimum of 30°C) 
have opened up a new frontier in the field of district heating and 
cooling (DHC) systems. These next generation plants, along with 
traditional plants, can be tested under dynamic conditions at our 
Eurac Research laboratory. 

Our laboratory can reproduce on small-scale the operation of 
an entire DHC network—from thermal energy production and 
distribution to the end use by homeowners. Its flexible infrastruc-
ture that recreates different operational configurations allows 
researchers to study the optimal management of the network 
with respect to heat transfer from multiple sources, along with 
tests of the control system hardware and software. 

The laboratory consists of an external setup, which includes the 
district heating network pipelines and a concentrated solar ther-
mal field, and an internal setup, comprised of the main energy 
production system and user substations

Energy Production System

The energy production system and solar thermal system are con-
nected and include a gas boiler, an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) 
unit and an absorption chiller. This permits the emulation and 
testing of a trigeneration system connected to the network. The 
overall configuration allows for the study and optimisation of a 
non-programmable source of thermal and electrical energy.

User Substations

Electric heat pumps can emulate users who are taking heat out or 
feeding it into the low temperature network. Our laboratory lets 
us study the interfaces through which the user takes energy for 
the purpose of heating and domestic hot water or feeds it back 
into the network (when the heat pump is in reverse operation 
mode).

Testing Controllers and Machinery

We can test the control logics, as well as the operation and com-
munication of the controllers, with respect to both the individual 
parts of the circuit and the system as a whole. Furthermore, the 
infrastructure can be used as a test bench for innovative tech-
nologies, such as    mini-ORC units, absorption machines that are 
powered by a heat transfer fluid at temperatures up to 250°C, 
and district heating network substations

Company Service Expertise

Our experts have honed their skills through extensive interna-
tional research networks. This knowledge-base, combined with 
the flexibility of the Energy Exchange Lab, can support private 
companies that focus on heating and cooling systems based on 
renewable sources, hybrid systems, and strategies for controlling 
complex systems to develop innovative new products.

Laboratory funded by the Autonomous Province of Bolzano

Contact Roberto Fedrizzi – Group leader, Sustainable cooling and heating systems, 
Institute for Renewable Energy, roberto.fedrizzi@eurac.edu

Energy Exchange Lab
Infrastructure for testing of advanced systems  
of district heating and district cooling.

The laboratory reproduces on a small scale the operation of an entire  
district heating and cooling network - thermal energy production,  
distribution, utilization by the users - and thus allows to study strategies  
for optimal network management and heat transfer from multiple sources.
Testing capabilities: recreate different operating configurations and test  
optimal control hardware and software.
Test on technologies such as concentrated solar thermal, mini-ORC,  
absorption machines and heat pumps.

Infrastruttura per il test di sistemi avanzati di  
teleriscaldamento e teleraffrescamento

Il laboratorio riproduce su piccola scala il funzionamento di un’intera  
rete di teleriscaldamento e teleraffrescamento - produzione dell’energia  
termica, distribuzione, utilizzo da parte dell’utente - e permette quindi di  
studiare le logiche di gestione ottimali della rete e della cessione di calore  
da sorgenti multiple. 
Possibilità di test: ricreare configurazioni di funzionamento diverse e  
testare hardware e software di controllo ottimali.
Test su tecnologie come solare termico a concentrazione, mini-ORC,  
macchine ad assorbimento e pompe di calore.

Teststand für  
Heiz- und Kühlnetze

Das Labor reproduziert in kleinem Maßstab alle Funktionen eines 
 Fernwärme- und Fernkühlungsnetzes – die Produktion der Wärmeenergie, 
ihre Verteilung und die Nachfrage durch den Verbraucher – und  
erlaubt so zu untersuchen, wie man den Netzbetrieb optimieren und Wärme 
aus verschiedenen Quellen möglichst effizient nutzen kann. 
Mögliche Tests: Simulation verschiedener Funktionsmodelle und Erprobung 
und Optimierung von Kontroll-Hardware und -Software.
Tests zu Technologien wie konzentrierter Solarthermie,  ORC-Minikraftwerken, 
Absorptionsmaschinen und Wärmepumpen. 

Energy production system / Sistema di produzione di energia / Energieproduktion

Solar Field
45 kW | ≈ 200° C

District Heating and Cooling Network
Rete di teleriscaldamento e teleraffrescamento
Fernwärme- und Fernkühlungsnetz

User Substation / Sottostazione di utenza / Übergabestation

Organic 
Ranking 
Cycle 
40 kW(t)

Absorption 
Chiller 35 kW

Heat Pump
35 kW

Heat Pump
25 kW

Traditional 
Substation
50 kW

Dry Cooler
130 kW

Heat Exchanger
50 kW

Gas Boiler
70 kW | ≈ 200° C


